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Abstract
The widespread use of the mobile phone service has greatly contributed to the proliferation of text messaging,
particularly among young people. The main objective of this study is to examine the communicative functions of
the text messaging of young Saudi university students. Thurlow’s (2003) theoretical framework is used in this
study. The study has a straightforward research question: What are the communicative functions of young Saudi
students’ text messaging? 750 text messages were collected from the participants. The data collected were coded
based on their communicative functions. Five main categories of communicative functions emerged from the
data, namely friendship maintenance, socialization, school collaboration, coordination, and exchange of
information. The findings of the present study corroborate previous findings about communicative functions in
text messaging.
Keywords: communicative functions, text messaging, Saudi students
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The world has been witnessing a huge revolution in the use of mobile phones. The widespread use of the mobile
phone service has greatly contributed to the proliferation of text messaging, particularly among young people,
sent via Short Messaging Service (SMS) (Klimsa, Ispandriarno, Sasinska-Klas, Döring, & Hellwig, 2006). It is
the most popular and preferred method of contact among young people. Researchers show that text messaging
has become an inseparable part of young people’s everyday life (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001; Klimsa et al., 2006;
Thurlow, 2003), who use it for a variety of functions, ranging from keeping in touch to discussing school topics.
Young people are so attached to their mobile phones because they provide them with the sense of connectivity
via voice calls and text messaging. Nowadays, they are using different available phone applications that offer
them free text messaging such as BBM and Whtsapp, which have contributed immensely to the widespread use
of text messaging. Young people are referred to as the “Mobile Phone Generation” (Reid & Reid, 2004),
“Generation Txt” (Thurlow, 2003), “Generation SMS” (Bosco, 2007; Klimsa et al., 2006), “Generation Y”
(Koutras, 2006), and “Digital Natives” (Prensky, 2001).
The communicative functions of text messaging have been widely studied in the western culture, but it remains
neglected in the Arab world. The present study attempts to examine the communicative functions of text
messaging in an Arab setting, particularly the Saudi setting.
1.2 What is Text Messaging?
Text messaging or SMS is a “a service that enables its users to send short text messages to one mobile phone
from another, or to a mobile phone via the internet” (Hård af Segerstad, 2002, p. 68). The abbreviation SMS
formally stands for “short text messaging” (Baron, 2003), or “Short message service” (Hård af Segerstad, 2002).
In much of the western literature into texting, the term SMS is also used to describe both the medium and the
messages (Kasesniemi & Rautianen, 2002). Text messages are limited to a small number of characters,
encouraging the use of abbreviations, shortenings and other shortcuts in the language used in text messaging. For
instance, text messaging is limited to 160 characters for Latin alphabets and to 70 characters for non-Latin
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alphabets such as Arabic and Chinese. The terms “Text messaging” and “SMS” are used interchangeably in this
study.
1.3 Statement of the Research
The widespread use of the mobile phone and its sister technology, text messaging has motivated many
researchers to study its social impact on people, its language, and its use among people, particularly young
people. Several studies on the use of text messaging by young people have been carried out in a western context
and have mainly focused on specialized topics. Battestini, Setlur, and Sohn (2010) pointed out that there are clear
differences in the use of text messaging around the globe, and a number of researches have been carried out in
countries such as Germany, Finland, Norway, United Kingdom, Sweden, and Japan. However, the study of the
use of text messaging in the Arab world in general, and in Saudi Arabia in particular, remains neglected to a
certain level. The lack of such research inspired the researcher to conduct this study in a different country with a
different language and culture. Thus, this study serves to fill in a gap in the related literature.
1.4 Objective and Research Question
The main objective of this study is to explore the communicative functions in the text messaging of young Saudi
undergraduate students. As such, the present study has a straightforward research question: What are the
communicative functions of young Saudi undergraduate students text messaging?
2. Related Literature
This section reviews the literature related to the study of communicative functions of text messaging. It discusses
why young people prefer text messaging and what communicative functions they use it for.
2.1 Why Do Young People Use Text Messaging?
Although the mobile phone was invented in the 1970s, it was not until the beginning of this century that the
power of the mobile phone became very clear (Vykoukalova, 2007). It has become an indispensable part of
people’s lives all over the world, and its amazing penetration is still growing. Texting is the preferred form of
mediated interaction among young people, specifically youth, surpassing all other kinds of computer-mediated
communication such as instant messaging, e-mail, voice mobile telephony and even land-line phones (Ling,
2005). Their low cost, their smaller size, their personal and private nature, and the introduction of the pre-paid
phone cards have contributed significantly to the rapid adoption rate by young people (Faulkner & Culwin, 2005;
Ling, 2005, 2008).
The mobile phone is a significant social and cultural phenomenon which is highly symbolic for boys and girls
alike since it represents reachability and popularity (Klimsa et al., 2006). SMS is particularly popular among
young people who often have a very strong emotional attachment with their mobile phones. They regard it as an
extension of oneself, making statements such as “It’s part of me” (Oksman & Rautiainen, 2004); “I have my life
on the top of my hand” (Lorente, 2002, p. 4); or “your mobile is like your shoes” (Wei, 2007, p. 11). This
emotional attachment results from the fact that this technology offers young people something extraordinary that
other modes of communication do not. Taylor and Harper (2003) stated that mobile phones and text messaging
are “a manifestation and a reflection of deeply rooted needs in these social relationships, needs that have to do
with the system of reciprocity and social solidarity.” (p. 268)
Youths’ interest in the mobile phone often originates from peer pressure (Boneva, Quinn, Kraut, Kiesler &
Shklovski, 2006; Geser, 2004; Klimsa et al., 2006; Thurlow, 2003). Peer-based connectedness is very significant
for adolescents (Boneva et al., 2006). As one adolescent reported: “If you don’t use the technology, you are not
part of the group”, and he also said that: “If you are not a name or a number in my phone book, then you’re not
on my radar screen” (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001). Teenagers usually have a higher number of friends than adults
and interact with friends more often than adults (Boneva et al., 2006). Reid and Reid (2004) also highlighted the
importance of peer relationships by noting that one of the most important findings of their studies is the notion of
“text circles” (p. 7). Young texters seem to establish closely-knit groups of “textmates” with whom they engage
in regular, and may be perpetual contact. Additionally, there is a pressing need for adolescents to have close
friends to talk to, to hang out and have fun with. Thus, they take advantage of SMS since face-to-face
interactions are sometimes very limited to them (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001). Ling (2005) concluded that youths
use SMS messaging to extend their social activities, gain prestige, and facilitate the process of courting and
flirting (p. 336). Their developmental period is characterized by the need for person-to-person communication
with friends (Klimsa et al., 2006). Peer talk, according to Kyratzi (2004), is very essential for adolescents to
show their identities and ideologies. This explains why they maintain a higher number of friends than adults.
A different psychological account explaining youths’ motivation for mobile phone adoption is presented by
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Geser (2004) who mentioned that texting provides a means through which youth can overcome the
“adult-controlled power structures” that control their everyday lives. Furthermore, mobile phones offer young
adults and teenagers a special kind of freedom, independence and privacy (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001; Ito &
Okabe, 2005).
2.2 What Do Young People Use Text Messaging for?
Previous research has looked into the communicative purposes for which young people use text messaging.
Studying the text messaging of 200 people from Germany, Doering (2002) found out that German text
messaging was used to fulfill five main communicative functions, namely: contact, information, appeal,
obligation, and declaration. The prominent function of the German text messaging was contact, of which 20%
dealt with appointments, 17% with greetings, 9% with change of media, 4% with relationship statements, and
only 1% with emotional support.
In his study of the text messaging of young people in Wales, UK, Thurlow (2003) revealed nine
communicational orientations and themes. They include: informational-practical orientation (14%),
informational-relational orientation (8%), practical-arrangement orientation (15%), social arrangement
orientation (9%), salutory orientation (17%), friendship maintenance orientation (23%), romantic orientation
(9%), sexual orientation (3%), and chain messages (2%).
Deumart and Masinyana (2008) verified that the communicative functions found in their corpus were quite
similar to those of Thurlow’s. They pointed out, however, that the number of messages included under the
category of practical/social arrangements are fewer than the ones mentioned by Thurlow (2.45%), and having
more love-related messages and chain messages (19% and 7% compared to 12% and 2% respectively).
According to Deumart and Masinyana, the low count of messages in the category practical/ social reflects the
financial problems of many of the participants who prefer making such arrangements in face-to face meetings, if
possible.
Grinter and Eldridge (2001) mentioned that young people use text messaging to arrange and adjust times to talk,
coordinate with family and friends and chat. They have also reported the use of text messaging among intimate
friends for a unique function,” which is the “good night” function. Ling and Baron (2007) showed that most
American students have experience with text messaging, which they use to keep in touch with friends and family,
arrange meetings, and share news.
In his study of the sociolinguistics of SMS by teen and young adult Norwegians, Ling (2005) found that 75% of
the text messages fell into the categories of coordination, grooming, and question and answer. The remaining
messages included categories such as 1) information, 2) command and requests, 3) personal news and 4) others.
Battestini, Setlur, and sohn (2010) found out that the most common content found in the text messaging of 71
undergraduate and graduate American students was planning. They revealed 13 different contents in the
participants’ text messages, namely: planning (31.7%), relationships (15.3%), chatting (13.7%), school/jobs
(10.9%), places (10.2%), information seeking (10.2%), food (9.5%), current status (9.0%), sport/TV/News
(6.8%), communication (5.3%), illicit activities (2.9%), health (1.7%) , and money (1%).
Bosco (2007) presented a number of communicative functions used in the text messages of the people in Hong
Kong. He stated that text messaging is mainly used for informal communicative functions. The following four
categories of communicative functions were set up from his data: information 24%, interpersonal relationship
49%, social arrangement 26%, and chain messages 1%. The findings of Bosco’s study in terms of the
communicative functions used in text messaging agree with that of Thurlow’s.
3. Methods
The present study is both quantitative and qualitative in nature. Specifically, it is a case study that examines the
communicative functions of the text messaging of a group of Saudi undergraduates.
3.1 Participants
This study employed non-probability sampling, particularly purposive sampling, to select the participants. One
hundred and seventy eight Saudi undergraduate students from different majors at Yanbu University College
participated in the current study. They were all males ranging from 18 to 22 years of age. The mean age of
participants was 19 years old. Only Saudi students are allowed to study at this college. Arabic is the first
language of all the participants, but they all know English as a second language and use it as a medium of
instruction in the college. All of the participants completed their foundation year, which is mandatory in the
Saudi educational system. During this year, Saudi students study 640 credit hours of basic English along with
courses in Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Physical Education. The participants are homogenous
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in terms off age, gender, nationality, annd languages sspoken. This homogeneity w
would contributte to the validiity of
the study w
with respect too intracultural ccomparison.
3.2 Data C
Collection
The researrcher approachhed the studennts in their classes after obbtaining permission from the faculty mem
mbers
concernedd. The participaants were asked to provide thhe researcher w
with the last 5 text messages they had sent from
their phonnes. There werre methodologgical and ethiccal concerns foor ignoring recceived messagges. The researcher
asked the students to specify their agee, and mentionn whom they hhad sent the teext messages tto. The particip
pants
were all innformed that thheir names andd information w
would be highhly confidential. They were aalso requested to be
very cautiious while coppying the textt messages from their phonnes into the pprovided papeer sheets. The data
collection process took place
p
in the sprring semester oof 2013, particcularly in the ssecond week of April.
were discarded from
A corpus oof 762 text meessages was coollected from the participannts. Twelve texxt messages w
the data bbecause they were
w
incomprrehensible. Thherefore, the aanalysis of thiis study was bbased on 750
0 text
messages. They were ass follows: 240 (32%) text meessages writtenn in English, 4442 (59%) wriitten in Arabic, and
67 (9%) w
written in Romaanized Arabic (Arabic messaages written ussing English leetters.
3.3 Data A
Analysis
The corpuus of the Englissh, Arabic, annd Romanized Arabic SMS m
messages (7500 text messages-6459 words)) was
stored sepparately in a Microsoft woord document, and then analyzed for thee occurrence of communic
cative
functions. The average length of thee English text messages waas 8 words (tootaling 1920 w
words), the Arabic
messages 11 words (totaaling 4104 worrds), and the R
Romanized Arrabic messagess 6.5 words (tootaling 435 wo
ords).
The longest text messagge was written in English annd contained 199 words (145 characters), annd the shortestt was
also writteen in English and
a contained oone word (2 chharacters).
The researrcher and a codder holding a M
Master’s degreee in linguisticcs with fair expperience in ressearch administered
the codingg independentlyy. The coder w
was provided w
with a referencce guide consisting of namess and definitions of
categories, as well as exxamples of each category. Haaving analyzedd all the text m
messages, both the findings of
o the
researcherr and the coderr were then coompared. All iissues of disaggreement betw
ween the two w
were resolved. As a
result, the agreement rate on the contennt of the SMS messages analyzed was 1000%.
4. Results
4.1 The Coommunicative Functions of T
Text Messagingg
Five main categories of communicativve functions em
merged from thhe data. It is im
mportant to noote that some of
o the
categories were drawn from
f
previous research (Linng, 2005; Thurrlow, 2003). H
However, adapttation was made to
these categgories. It is allso noteworthyy that there iss no clear-cut boundary bettween the cateegories, that iss, the
content off one text messsage may in faact belong to m
more than one category. Morre specifically,, the content of one
text messaage may expresss more than oone communicaative function..
Brief explanations of the functions arre provided, w
with three exam
mples (Englishh, Arabic, and Romanized Arabic
examples) on each cateegory. The oriiginal examples appear in bbold exactly aas they were received from
m the
students. T
The English trranslation for the Arabic annd Romanizedd Arabic exam
mples are giveen in brackets. The
original exxamples appeaar in bold fonnt, numbered ffor ease of refference, and hhave been anoonymized. Figu
ure 1
shows the frequency of the
t communicaative functionss in the text meessaging of thee participants.

13%

1
12%

31%
%

Friend
dship Maintenaance
Sociallization
Schoo
ol Collaboration
n
Exchaanging Informattion
Coord
dination

18%
26%

F
Figure
1. Frequuency of comm
municative funcctions in text m
messaging
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4.1.1 Frienndship Maintennance
The analyysis revealed thhat the prominnent function among all waas friendship m
maintenance. Thirty-one percent
(232 SMS
Ss) of all the text messagees collected foor this study carried frienddship maintenaance content. Text
messages which belong to this categoory mainly deaalt with maintaaining and streengthening existing relationships
among cloose and distantt friends and ffamily. Howevver, the text m
messages sent tto friends exceeeded those se
ent to
family meembers (89% and 11% resppectively). Thiis category waas divided intto 13 subcateggories as show
wn in
Figure 2.
E 1: Thnk
k Allah (God) that the dr saaid that you arre ok
E 2: ﻚ آﻤﺎن
ﻣﺒﺮوك ﻳﺎﺎﷲ ﻋﺎزﻣﻚ ﻋﺎﻟﻐﺪا اﻟﻴﻮم وﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺴﺎﺑﻚ
(Congratullations. I am innviting for lunnch and it is onn you.)
E 3: Wallh
h magidrit ajii feeh ma3ai m
mishkilah bilsiyarah
(I swear I couldn’t makee it. I have a prroblem with m
my car.)

Figure 2. Suubcategories oof friendship m
maintenance funnction
4.1.2 Sociaalization
The second prominent category emergging from the ddata was socialization. Twennty-six percent (195 SMSs) of
o the
data belonnged to this caategory. In thiis particular category, the sttudents attemppted to keep iin touch with their
friends annd family mem
mbers. They seent text messaages asking abbout the well-being, the whhereabouts, and
d the
health of ffriends and fam
mily. Besides tthe messages tthe participantts sent to talk about movies,, sports, and public
news. Theey also sent texxt messages diiscussing some affairs of liffe including thheir own affairs and the affaiirs of
others. Texxt messages beelonging to this specific category primarilyy served a conttact function.
E 4: Whatt happened too you no news for two days
E 5: درﻳﺖ ووش ﺻﺎر ﻣﻊ ﺧﺎﻟﺪ ﺑﻤﺤﺎﺿﺮة ﺳﻴﺰاراﻟﻟﺼﺒﺎح
(Have youu heard what haappened with K
Khalid in Cezaar’s class this m
morning)
E 6: weenaak yadilkh weesh tsawi
(Where aree stupid. Whatt are you doingg)
This categgory was broken down into the communiccative functionns shown in F
Figure 3 below
w, namely chattting,
gossiping, and phatic coommunication. Chatting, in tthis regard, is aan informal way of discussinng issues related to
general orr personal affaairs, whereas ggossiping dealls with text m
messages relateed to the affairrs of other pe
eople.
Phatic com
mmunication is
i a type of coommunication which servess a social funcction. It primaarily includes chain
c
messages (messages composed of loonger epigramss, jokes, wordd-play, short ppoems, or sayyings and prov
verbs
which are passed from one
o message seender to anotheer, and do not rrequire a respoonse (Laursen,, 2005).
The data also showed that
t
the text m
messages sentt to friends annd colleagues surpassed those sent to fa
amily
27
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members. All the SMS messages
m
belonnging to the phhatic communiication subcateegory were wriitten in Arabic.

Figuree 3. Subcategoories of socializzation functionn
4.1.3 Schoool Collaboratiion
Figure 4 shhows that 18%
% (135 SMSs) oof the text messsages of the sstudents carry sschool collabooration content. The
text messaages in this cattegory are stricctly school-oriented. They w
were sent to cloose friends, claassmates, as well as
teachers. H
However, the text messages sent to teacchers were noot too many. T
The students ssent text messsages
seeking heelp in a certainn subject of stuudy such as an assignment orr a quiz, offerinng help in a ceertain topic of study,
arranging times with a classmate
c
or a teacher, or annswering an innquiry about scchool work. T
Text messages were
also sent aasking about certain
c
materiaal, registration dates, exam ttimes and datees, a specific teeacher, a particular
course, or about someonne’s grade. This category wass further classiified into the ssubcategories aappearing in Figure
4.
E 7: Cn yoou tell Dr Zah
hir to give you
u one handoutt for me plssssssss
E 8: رﺟﻞ ﻣﻦ ﻓﺒﻦ ﺷﺮﻳﺘﻪﻪ ﺑﺰﺑﻂ
ﻰ اﻻﻧﺠﻠﺶ ﺑﻮك ﻳﺎرﺟ
ﺗﻌﺒﺖ واﻧﺎﺎ ﺟﺎﻟﺲ ادور ﻋﻠﻰ
(I am tiredd looking for thhe English boook, man. Wherre did you get iit from?)
E 9: bisaraa7ah eldaktooor hatha mibiishra7 kuwaiss bas bigra2 m
min elkitaab
(Frankly, tthis teacher doesn’t explain tthe material weell. He just reaads from the boook.)

Figure 4. Subcategories of school colllaboration funcction
4.1.4 Coorrdination
This categgory includes text
t
messages that mainly deal with arrannging times, evvents, and planns with friendss and
family. Thhe data showedd that 13% (97 SMSs) of the total data werre related to thhis category. Thhe text messag
ges in
this categgory were sennt by the studdents to plann activities, reendezvous, annd events, to do some general
28
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arrangemeents and rearraangements, andd to coordinatee with a friendd or a family m
member in doiing something. The
data also showed that coordination messages inccluded examplles of arrangiing meetings with close fa
amily
members, and cancellingg a date with a female friennd or a male frriend. Figure 5 shows the suubcategories off this
communiccative functionn.
E 10: Wan
nna come. Wee going to Jedd
dah this week
kend
E 11: ﻈﻴﻒ
ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺼﻼﻩ وﺧﻠﻪ ﻧﻈ
ﺗﺠﻴﺐ اﻟﺜﻮب ﻣﻌﻚ ﻗﺒ
ﺑﺎﷲ ﺗﺠ
(Please briing my Thob with
w you beforee the prayer annd keep it cleann.)
E 12: ana w 3amr ray7eeen elbaik ta33al enta w ahm
mad wla ti2kh
har
(Amer andd I are going too El Baik. Com
me with Ahmadd and don’t be late.)

Figure 5. Subcaategories of coordination
4.1.5 Exchhange of Inform
mation
Figure 6 ppresents the subbcategories off this communiicative functioon. The text messages in thiss category focu
us on
conveyingg and seeking personal
p
and ppractical inform
mation. 12% ((90 SMSs) of tthe text messaages belongs to
o this
category. T
The students seending this kinnd of text messsaging straighttforwardly inqquired about sppecific informa
ation,
sent persoonal and privatte news about themselves, ffriends, or fam
milies, exchangged some impportant public news
about polittics, sports, annd social issuees and events. The text messsages in this caategory also coomprised messsages
dealing w
with seeking information,
i
aanswering quuestions from friends and family, and sending impo
ortant
informatioon to friends annd family.
E 13: I don’t feel well tooday am not ccoming to classs.
E 14: ي ﺷﺮى ﺳﻴﺎرﻩ ﺟﺪﺪﻳﺪﻩ آﺮوزر اﺑﻴﺾ ﻟﻮﻟﻮ
اﺑﺸﺮك اﺑﻮي
(Good new
ws. My father has
h bought a nnew pearl whitee Land Cruiserr.)
E 15: lageet elmifta7 ma3 sa3eed layyhimak, ma3 eelasalamah
(I have fouund the key wiith sa3eed. Donn’t worry. Gooodbye.)

Figure 66. Subcategoriies of exchange of informatioon
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5. Discussion
The current research studied the text messaging of young Saudi students. In particular, it investigated the
communicative functions in their sent text messages drawing upon previous work by Thurlow (2003). This study
was conducted to fill a gap in the literature concerning the communicative functions of text messaging in an
Arab setting since almost all of the research conducted on this particular topic took place in a western setting.
Therefore, by analyzing the text messaging of Saudi students, this study came to complement previous work, and
to show similarities and differences among them.
Friendship maintenance dominated the communicative functions found in the text messaging of the students in
this study. This finding supports the findings of Battestini et al. (2010), Bosco (2007), Deumart and Masinyana
(2008), and Thurlow (2003). Most of the text messages were sent by the students to strengthen their alliances
and cement their relationships with their text-circle, which includes close and intimate friends. Text messaging
allows them to enhance their relationships through sharing their emotions and exchanging content that is
personally important to them. Therefore, you find these young students sending messages supporting, wishing
well, offering help, advising, inviting, and so on, in order to stay close to their friends. This finding also
emphasizes the necessity and high importance of such friendships among the students, since the text messages
sent to close friends were 9 times more than those sent to family members. In this stage of life, it seems that
young people are more attached to their friend than to their families. They usually seek help, emotional support,
and favors more from their social circle.
It is noteworthy that some of the text messages in this category were highly intimate and showed a great deal of
intimacy, particularly among the students. The need for intimacy and solidarity is an essential part of young
people’s culture. This need is significant to their identities. However, these intimate text messages lack romantic
and sexual content. This may be due to the sensitive nature of text messaging since it is a very private part of the
students’ life, and may be to the conservative nature of the students’ culture, where emotional and sexual
intentions cannot be expressed openly.
Socialization came as the second dominating category in the list. As revealed from the data, the students used a
high percentage of text messaging to stay in constant contact with their friends and family. This particular
finding confirms Battestini et al.’s (2010), Bosco’s (2007), Doering’s (2002), Grinter and Eldridge’s (2001), and
Ling’s (2005) findings that young people use a considerable part of their SMS messages to stay in touch with
others, especially their text-circles. The young students sent more socialization text messages to their friends
than to their family members, and the difference was similar to that in the friendship maintenance category. 91%
of the text messages belonging to this category were sent to friends, whereas only 9% were sent to family
members. The same finding was reported by Eldridge and Grinter (2001).
The need to stay socially connected and not feeling isolated is one of the important reasons that incite students to
send this kind of messages. Some students reported feeling unhappy or sad and wanted someone to talk to and
share their feelings with; therefore, text messaging with a friend or a family member provides them with a sense
of peace and tranquility. Sharing their happy moments was also instantiated in their text messaging. Others
mentioned that chatting with a friend via text messaging helps them get over their boredom by killing time and
keeping themselves busy (Grinter & Eldridge, 2001). Further, the data revealed some meaningful
socially-oriented text messaging, discussing some serious issues of life. Socially-oriented text messaging may
also help young people strengthen their relationships with others by sharing their feelings, ideas, experiences,
and ideologies, and complementing face-to face interactions.
It is important to mention that all the text messages belonging to the phatic communication category were sent in
Arabic. Being all native speakers of Arabic, the students found it more expressive to send SMS messages of this
type in Arabic. An explanation is that it may be difficult for them to translate such formulaic expressions or
poetic verses into English. Another explanation is that it is more practical to send a Quranic verse or a saying in
its original language because it might lose meaning in the process, or one may consider it irreligious.
Moreover, this study reveals that text messaging is an important tool for school collaboration. This means that
not only does text messaging help students keep in touch with others and maintains friendships, it also provides
them with a platform to conduct school-related matters. Thus, they utilize text messaging to inquire about school
topics, teachers, courses, assignments, quizzes, exams, and other school work. Other students used text
messaging to offer their help to their classmates concerning school issues. They also used it to coordinate times
with their classmates and teachers even though they scarcely used it with teachers.
Although previous research revealed that text messaging was used for school work (Battestini et al., 2010; Ling,
2005), the current study is the first to specify it as a separate category. School collaboration via text messaging
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assists students to enhance their relationships and better their school performance. Previous research has shown
that text messaging has contributed to the improvement of students’ academic performance (Crisp, 2009; Crystal,
2008; Mahmoud, 2013). Nowadays students are using new social network applications such as Whatsapp, BBM,
and LINGO to set up study groups where they can ask questions, send feedback, discuss exams, as well as other
school-oriented affairs. According to Motwalla (2007), students use text messaging to complement classroom
interactions. They can ask a specific and direct question using text messaging instead of making a phone call that
might take a longer time, cost money, or disrupt an ongoing activity. Furthermore, since text messaging offers
students the advantage of being reachable 24 hours a day, it is the most used form of computer-mediated
communication among the students, allowing them to communicate with classmates anywhere and anytime.
Coordination is another main communicative function yielded from the data of the present study. This finding
agrees with the findings of Battestini et al. (2010), Deumart and Masinyana (2008), Doering (2002), Grinter and
Eldridge (2001), Ling (2005), Ling and Baron (2007), and Thurlow (2003). Text messaging is the most common
used means of interaction among people, particularly young people, to plan, arrange, and rearrange their times
and activities with their friends and family. Its omnipresent nature and affordability may be the reason for that.
Young people even prefer it to voice calls, emails, and instant messaging.
The findings showed that the students coordinated specific times to meet for lunch, to go visit someone, to play
cards, go to the beach, and pick someone up, among others. The students also coordinated spontaneous activities
and plans such as going to Jeddah, playing a game of soccer, meeting somewhere, going shopping for food or a
new mobile phone and the best places to buy them. This category does not involve text messaging sent for
coordination of school business. This finding goes in line with Ling and Yttri’s (1999) study that text messaging
is used for hyper-coordination. As the findings of this study revealed, the young students coordinated times and
events more with friends than family using text messaging. A possible explanation is that text messaging is a
peer-to-peer medium.
The data also revealed that the students employed text messaging to share personal and practical information.
The same finding was reported by Bosco (2007); Ling (2005), and Thurlow (2008). The students asked questions
and answered questions from others. They also kept friends and family members updated on personal events and
news, and inquired simultaneously about their personal affairs. Further, the findings showed that they requested
practical information such as directions, locations, best places to shop for something, best kinds of laptops or
smart phones, among others. Seeking and conveying information is essential for the continuity and
reinforcement of relationships among friends.
Moreover, text messaging is an important source of information nowadays. One can easily obtain a piece of
information from one’s friends or family since they are connected round-the-clock. People can also get a variety
of information via text messaging such as breaking news, sports news, weather updates, doctor’s appointments,
bank transactions, flight updates, entertainment news health information, etc. As instantiated in the data, the
students inquired and sent information about all the above mentioned. In sum, text messaging is offering the
students what no other medium of communication is.
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, there are five main categories of communicative functions found in Saudi Undergraduate text
messaging. They are: friendship maintenance, socialization, school collaboration, coordination, and exchanging
information. The findings of this study complement previous research that has focused on the communicative
functions of text messaging. The findings revealed more similarities than differences between the findings of this
study and that of other studies. This study shows that there is a cross-cultural similarity in terms of the
communicative functions of text messaging. The study shows that via text messaging, students can maintain and
strengthen their existing friendship, as well as start new ones. They can also stay connected and socialize with
their text messaging social network and family members through chatting and gossiping. The study also
indicates that text messaging is used beyond its original purpose, which is staying in social contact. It proves text
messaging to be significant for students’ school affairs. Not only does this medium of communication help
young people plan and coordinate times and events, it has become one important source of information.
This study has its own limitations. Firstly, the results are confined to Yanbu University students and may not be
generalized to other populations. Secondly, the data analyzed for the purpose of this study were those text
messages sent from the participants. It was not possible to collect received text messages because the researcher
did not have the permission to study them, and because the researcher would not be able to know the
demographic information about the sender. Thirdly, the researcher and coder faced difficulty in analyzing certain
text messages since they were decontextualized. Thus, the intention of the sender was not clear in some cases.
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Fourthly, the present study was circumscribed to Saudi male students. Obtaining data from female students is a
tough task for two reasons. The first is the conservative nature of the Saudi community, and the second is that
coeducation is prohibited in this country. Finally, the participants may have avoided including some very private
text messaging such as highly emotional ones. This may explain the scarcity of emotional SMS messages in the
data. However, this study offers a contribution to the existing literature on text messaging. In the end, research
on gender differences in the communicative functions of Saudi students’ text messaging is recommended.
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